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Cover Picture 
 
An early morning January session at the Gymkhana with our coaches and youngsters from the U14 
and U16 squads. The 7.30 start makes for an early rise and a brisk twenty minute walk from Dharavi, 
but well worth the effort: the joy of this time of the morning is not only the prospect of marginally 
better air quality, but also the near perfect light for both cricket and camera.  
 
 

The Dharavi Cricket Academy 
 
Skill Sets 
 
Our coaching team conducted another full and varied programme during January. The demand for 
high standards in the field, however, led to an emphasis on both close catching and out-fielding. 
Pictured below, Harshad addresses the players prior to the start of a session, while assistant coach,  
Akshay, works on a close catching drill with an enthusiastic slip cordon.   

 

     
 
The batting drills for the three age groups centred upon front foot play, running between the 
wickets and target hitting to replicate gaps in the field. Elsewhere around the Gymkhana bowlers 
were encouraged to work on both an economic and balanced run up along with the fundamentals  
of line and length. 
  

         
 
Following the close of play warmdown, players took part in a Q&A relating to key elements of the 
drills during the session. The object was to see if they understood just how the coaching would 
impact on a match situation. The coaches reported an encouraging response.   



Matches 
 
Unable to hold matches at the Gymkhana this season due to ongoing construction work, our coaches 
organised games at Shivaji Park on the last Friday of January for both the Dharavi Cricket Academy 
(DCA) U12 and U14 teams. Steeped in cricketing history, Shivaji Park has played host to all of 
Mumbai’s great and good over recent decades including Sachin Tendulkar, Sunil Gavaskar, Ravi 
Shastri and Dilip Vengsarkar. 
 
Unfortunately the cricketing gods didn’t smile on our players as both sides lost, all be it to strong 
opposition. The DCA U12s – Faizal (12) and Rahul (9) apart – simply didn’t score enough runs in 
posting 95 for nine. The bowlers - Rahul two for 6, Ayanar two for 12, and Anuragh one for 6 
attempted to wrest back the initiative, but SIES School A team ran out winners by three wickets.  

 

     
  

In the second fixture the DCA U14s, after electing to field on winning the toss, bowled out Shishuvan 
A team for 127. Rajesh with two wickets and Chetan with one were the pick of the bowlers, who 
were admirably supported by an excellent display of ground fielding. In reply the Academy finished 
34 runs shy despite spirited resistance from Anuragh (16) and Anup (9).  
 
As part of their post-match comments the coaches identified an “excellent team spirit” among the 
youngsters. Confirmation, from a life skills perspective, that the children are able to enjoy the game 
irrespective of the result. Over and above their newly acquired skills with bat and ball, Project Front 
Foot is keen to encourage the children’s positive engagement with life and those around them, and 
with it an acceptance that you can’t always win or get what you want.      
 
Player of the Month Awards 
 
                                                                                                      Age Grp & Session    Player of the Month 

The decision-making panel for the monthly awards 
comprises of our coaches and assistants. One player 
from each age group is to be selected from both the 
morning and afternoon sessions. Selection criteria 
include: attendance, attire, helpfulness, attitude, 
and improved skills performance. The season will 
conclude with a function to announce the Dharavi 
Cricket Academy Players of the Year. 

U12 (Morning) 
U12 (Afternoon) 
 
U14 (Morning) 
U14 (Afternoon) 
 
U16 (Morning) 
U16 (Afternoon) 

  Rahul Barood  
  Anuragh Dhumale 
 
  Satyam Panday  
  Shubham Pol 
 
  Saddiq Ansari 
  Vajid Shaikh 



Pictured below is December U14 winner, Sohel Shaikh, receiving his certificate from Reality co-
founder, Chris Way.  

 

     
 
 
Project Attendance 
 
   Age Grp       Nos/kids      Sessions      % Attend 

 U12 (M) 
 U12 (A) 
 U14 (M) 
 U14 (A) 
 U16 (M) 
 U16 (A) 

14 
13 
13 
14 
13 
15 

8 
8 
7 
8 
6 
7 

94 
96 
89 
97 
96 
98 

Other than the occasional absence for family 
reasons or ill health, attendance figures remained 
high and constant during the month. This, once 
again, reflects the varied and innovative coaching 
provided by Bhavana and Harshad along with 
assistants Janardan, Akshay and Amar.  

 
 
PFF Picture Archive 
 
A new initiative this month sees the addition of an archive section to highlight our seventh year on 
the ground in Mumbai and to air some of the hundreds of pictures collected during this time. The  
pictures below were taken in October and November 2009. The coloured shirts and caps were 
donated by Andy Malton and the Market Deeping Cricket Club in Lincolnshire. 
 

         
 



In the first picture (L-R) Reality co-founder, Krishna Pujari, is pictured with some of the Dharavi kids 
from our first intake. The centre picture encapsulates our first unsteady project steps in that the 
batsman has helmet, bat, gloves and pads, but (OUCH!) no shoes. The keen of eye will also notice 
grassed practice nets for that first season.   

 
Rural Schools Initiative 

 
 
Over the last few years Project Front Foot has, thanks to the volume of donated kit, been able to 
swap city for country, and slum kids for village kids. The aim in developing our Rural Schools 
Initiative is to take simple packages of kit – bats, tennis balls and plastic wicket sets – to remote 
country schools that have little in the way of sporting equipment. 
 
The cornerstone of any form of overseas aid is impact. How soon will the donated items reach the 
intended parties? And how soon will they be used and benefitted from? In the case of Project Front 
Foot, and thanks to a little help from our friends, the impact is immediate. Indeed, at Dhekale 
Ashram School in late November, the children were happily using the kit within minutes of the 
official handover.  
 
 
Amar Vidhyalaya Talodra Institute 
 
In late November we sent a kit package 300 kilometres north of Mumbai to a school in Jhagadia, 
Gujarat. Destined for the Amar Vidhyalaya Talodra Institute, the package included wicket sets from 
Erias School in Colwyn Bay, bats from the Lord’s Taverners, and tennis balls from the Nottingham 
Tennis Centre. Thanks to Mahendra and Ramu we now have pictures of the kit handover; another 
success story for our Rural Schools Initiative in cooperation with Galaxy Surfactants.  

 
 

     
 
 
Samatol Foundation 
 
Our first kit run of the autumn was to schools in Navi Mumbai. Two further packages were left with 
Galaxy representatives to distribute at a later date. Thanks to a recent email from Yatin Sheth I can 
reveal that the first package will go to the Samatol Foundation (www.samatol.in) an organisation 
that works with runaway children and orphans in Mumbai. The kit will be handed over in early 
February. The second will go to a school in the remote Satara District in southern Maharashtra.     

http://www.samatol.in/


Project Front Foot (UK) 

 
Kit 4 Kids 
 
The UK side of Project Front Foot, in keeping with the recycling mantra of Dharavi, evolves around a 
Summer Appeal in which we recycle old and unwanted kit from a variety of sources and regions. The 
duality of our work between city and country has a huge bearing on our request for kit. While the 
Dharavi Cricket Academy needs everything from helmets to pads our Rural Schools Initiative requires 
only basic packages of wicket sets, bats and tennis balls. Since the autumn of 2009 we have taken 
over two tons – and counting! – of clothing and equipment to Mumbai thanks to the generosity of 
British Airways.   
 
Front Foot Forum  
 
Our monthly newsletter has replaced the planned half-year project review. Instead, the project 
trustees have decided upon an Annual Report to be published in July once the season has ended.  
 
The signs for our Summer Kit Appeal again look promising thanks to early discussions with project 
supporters Peter Mason, Steve Archer and Sandy Mitchell.  
 
More pictures of the January action at both the Gymkhana and Shivaji Park can be found by going to 
our Project Front Foot Facebook page www.facebook.com/projectfrontfoot/. 
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And finally …. 
 

The advent of T20 cricket has confirmed the growing gulf 
between bat and ball. If fielding restrictions and the 
limited use of short-pitched bowling were not enough, 
batsmen  now walk to the crease carrying bats of near 
railway sleeper weight if not proportion. This has not 
gone unnoticed in Dharavi where an innovative father has 
gone a step further and produced the only two-handled 
bat in existence. The homemade bat, while not quite 
within the spirit of the game, certainly gave this 
youngster the edge. Indeed, it took the escape of the 
family goat, and the resulting chaos, to bring a halt to 
play. Eventually the goat was apprehended and the 
innings resumed. Unlikely to be patented, it does prove 
that if you want innovation then Dharavi is the place.     

 
 
Vic Mills. February 2016. 

http://www.facebook.com/projectfrontfoot/

